Since its founding in 1862 as a Philadelphia-based paint and varnish company, Pecora has developed and manufactured trusted solutions to meet every customer’s needs. Over the years, the company has used its innovative technology to emerge as a premier manufacturer of architectural products right here in the USA.

Pecora means protection. Our high-quality sealants, air barriers, and unmatched level of service protect your reputation in the industry. Our team is always here, at the ready. Ready for an on-site visit to train anyone who needs it, ready to deliver the exact product you need when you need it - with 99% on-time shipping, to help you find the perfect mix for the job at hand and to be sure your job comes in on time and budget. We’re Pecora and we’re protecting you every step of the way.
Here When You Need Us

Service is instrumental to our over 150-year success, allowing us to focus on our customer needs in this changing market. The end result is the quality you expect with the service you deserve in the time you need.

Technical Resources

The selection of the correct weatherproofing product is crucial to a building project, and knowledge of substrates, surface treatments, and application designs are all key elements to the success of a building’s performance. Our goal is to reduce complexity while increasing performance and allowing for a smooth decision making process when it comes to product selection, procurement, and application.

Pecora’s Technical Service Department keeps you engaged in problem solving with solutions that are practical as well as appropriate for the performance parameters required. Our expert team is highly qualified to recommend the proper weatherproofing solution and perform compatibility, adhesion, and stain testing between Pecora’s sealants and job site representative samples.

Our team also provides corporate sales support offering on-site presentations and training by our technical staff with a primary goal of education in product technology and use. Our main goal is to provide you any technical assistance in either the planning or implementation stage of your weatherproofing project.

Customer Resources

Pecora’s sales force and customer service team help set our business apart from the rest. With an average of over 20 years of technical expertise, our sales representatives are highly qualified and dedicated to provide you with the services you need: from assistance with project specifications to consultations at the job site. Our team is always leading our customer to the products that fit their needs. In the office, our dedicated customer service team prides themselves on their problem solving skills and their high level of reliability and consistency in all situations. Our team cares about our customers and strives for strong relationships and partnerships.

Color Matching

Custom color matching can make all the difference in the appearance of a finished building project. That is why, in addition to our many standard colors available, our color match laboratory takes great care to provide the closest custom match possible within a short time frame from receiving the substrate sample. Pecora has thousands of color matches already formulated to work with many leading manufacturers of architectural aluminum windows and Exterior Insulation Finish Systems (EIFS).
Weatherproofing Sealants

Pecora’s high quality, non-staining silicones can be quickly and easily tinted at the job site, allowing for unprecedented flexibility in design, application, and inventory management. That non-staining technology can also be found in our single component hybrid STPU (silylterminated polyurethane) moisture cure non-yellowing sealant. Or use our multi-component and one-part urethane sealants. Our silicone, hybrids and urethanes are offered in a range of standard colors.

Glazing Sealants

Pecora offers a complete line of high performance products for demanding structural and non-structural glazing that are suitable for factory or field applications. Pecora’s glazing solutions include products with high green strength, long lasting bonds to a variety of substrates, and Pecora’s industry leading non-staining technology (NST).

Traffic Sealants

Pecora offers a combination of both self-leveling and slope-grading based sealant products that help ensure proper sealing of traffic-bearing control joints, expansion joints in concrete, metal or asphalt, and other areas subject to heavy pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

Acoustic Sealants

Pecora Acoustical Sealants control sound transmission when used in attenuated partition assemblies and ensure specified STC values by sealing annular spaces and joints around partition edges.

Security Sealant Systems

Pecora’s highly-specified Security Sealants offer tamper proof and tamper resistant products in varying degrees of shore hardness. These sealants prevent idle tampering and vandalism for high security areas such as prisons, daycares, hospitals, courthouses, etc.

Fire-Rated Sealants

Pecora UL® Classified fire-rated sealants create firestopping systems for expansion joints and through penetrations that when properly installed, effectively contain fire, smoke, toxic fumes, and water for a 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-hour period depending on the design specifications.
Pecora’s Air, Vapor, and Water Resistive Barrier System consists of fully engineered and compatible products that work together to provide complete air, vapor, and weather barrier protection for your building envelope. Our products can be used together as a system or independently as needed.
Pecora offers superior quality vehicular, pedestrian and decorative traffic coating systems. Help protect your investment from the effects of de-icing salts, airborne chlorides, and freeze-thaw conditions with Pecora’s high performance system of traffic coatings and sealants: including Pecora-Deck’s one-part or two-part low VOC, low odor deck series. Each Pecora-Deck system offers unparalleled flexibility of virtually any color in the field through our use of our field tintable top coat.
COMMITTED TO YOUR FUTURE

As an industry leader in innovation and product development, Pecora is committed to staying on the cutting edge of construction technology.

Pecora offers you a responsive website that allows for easy, intuitive navigation. Here you can find product resources including our data sheets, brochures, color charts, and technical bulletins, as well as where to locate a local sales rep or distributor.

Access everything you need to streamline your submittal process in our “Submittals Made Easy” section. With one easy click you will find the test documents, product warranties, and LEED information you need to complete your submittal package.

Are you having trouble estimating the sealants or coatings you need for your next project? Navigate to our Sealants and Coatings Calculator and never be caught short again.

For estimating on the go, download the Pecora Corporation Sealants and Coatings Calculator app to your mobile device and you’ll have the information right at your fingertips. Use the “My Project” section to easily save calculations for new jobs or review past projects and send the job data via email, text message, or other options available on your device.

Visit us at pecora.com to learn about all the resources Pecora has to keep your projects up-to-date and on the cutting edge.
THE PECORA PROTECTS PROMISE

The Pecora promise is about more than high quality sealants, air barriers, and traffic coatings. It’s a promise to you, to your project, to your reputation. We’re hands-on and always here when you need us. Ready to make recommendations, answer questions, work through decisions, and help you find the best solution for your job. It’s a promise of partnership. Pecora — protecting projects and reputations since 1862.

YOUR BLUEPRINT TO GREEN

Allow Pecora’s architectural weatherproofing products to help your building structure be environmentally responsible and energy efficient throughout its life-cycle. Our sealants, traffic coatings, and air barrier systems contribute to satisfying certain requirements of sustainable rating systems including LEED, Green Globes, and Living Building Challenge. These products help enhance energy performance by closing pathways through which air, moisture, and water can infiltrate and exfiltrate the building enclosure. In addition, certain products play a role in bringing about healthy interior surroundings.